PROJECT:
WALTZING MATILDA
CENTRE
On the 20th of April 2018, the Waltzing Matilda
Centre reopened its doors to the public following
a tragic fire that ravaged the iconic Australian
landmark in 2015. Located in the small town of
Winton, Queensland, the fire destroyed the vast
majority of the building, along with the treasured
history housed within it.
Following this event, the close-knit Winton community
came together with COX Architecture to rebuild the centre,
returning its iconic role in the area and restoring its history.
Lotus were engaged to fit out two key areas of the new
venue, the front façade and a prominent wall in the reception
area. The innovative design that encompasses the stunning
characteristics of the Australian landscape, the Waltzing
Matilda Centre was named National Winner for Public Design
and Best of State Commercial Design (QLD) in the 2019
Australian Interior Design Awards.

ARCHITECT
COX Architecture
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National Winner, Public Design,
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LOCATION
Winton, Queensland
PRODUCT
Glas-Stax 75 Series Fineframe

THE SPACE
First built in 1998, the Waltzing Matilda Centre was
named after Australian poet ‘Banjo’ Paterson’s famous
verses penned in 1895, and written at Dagworth Station
in the Winton Shire. Originally home to an abundance
of Australian history, the new structure now displays
a world-class museum, café, exhibition space and art
gallery, with only a few pieces of original memorabilia
pulled from the ashes of the tragic fire. Sadly, in the
time it took to pacify the flames that engulfed the centre
in 2015 most artefacts were lost, with only the shell of
the venue remaining.
The centre had been a true celebration of the Winton
shire’s rich history and a devastating event for the
Winton community. Thus, the restoration project was
far more than simply a rebuild, with the final destination
a rebirth for Winton and its connection to outback
Australia.

THE SOLUTION
Referencing many aspects of the Australian landscape,
the restored Waltzing Matilda Centre reflects the iconic
Australian anthem through an architectural experience,
and is a tribute to the robust and resourceful people that
inspired the ballad. Brisbane’s COX Architecture, who
have a long-standing relationship with the community,
were engaged to restore the centre following their
success in building the Australian Age of Dinosaurs
Museum located in nearby Corfield.

The iconic Waltzing Matilda Centre rebuilt with a new
innovative design using Lotus Glas-Stax Fineframe
wall systems.

Reimagining the signature ‘jump-up’
rock formations, water movement and
natural billabongs of the Winton Shire,
the new structure has been crafted using
predominantly concrete and rusted steel. In
addition, with an innovative and experiential
vision at the heart of the design, COX
Architecture looked to Lotus to assist in
bringing this adaptable solution to life.

Lotus contributed to the project by designing and
supplying the operable wall for the front of the Waltzing
Matilda Centre. Lotus’ Glas-Stax were used to provide
light and design, with the glass panels allowing
maximum transfer of natural light into the centre’s
Tuckerbox cafe, as well as reflecting the stunning
surrounds when viewed from the outside.
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Framed in a custom glittering gold finish, these eye
catching Glas-Stax panels also visually reference the
golden sunlight of the outback, and stand in contrast to
the rusted metal, timber and concrete used to design
the exterior of the centre. In terms of functionality, the
panels can be stacked and moved to one side, allowing
the café to become an indoor/outdoor facility with ease.
Increasing flexibility and functionality of a venue are
what Lotus pride themselves on, part of their journey in
creating spaces where people thrive.
Lotus also supplied a sleek wall separating the lobby
from the reception, artfully dividing the room to define
the space and creating a warm welcome for guests.

In 2019, the Waltzing Matilda Centre was
awarded National Winner for Public Design and
Best of State Commercial Design (QLD) by the
Australian Interior Design Awards, and Lotus
Doors is extremely proud of the contribution it
has provided to the project.
The centre had been a true celebration of the Winton
shire’s rich history and a devastating event for the
Winton community. Thus, the restoration project was
far more than simply a rebuild, with the final destination
a rebirth for Winton and its connection to outback
Australia.
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